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Parkinson disease: a 
progressive neurodegenerative disorder

Motor features

• Akinesia

• Rigidity

MDS clinical diagnostic criteria for 

• Rigidity

• Tremor

• Gait impairment

• Postural instability

Parkinson disease: a chronic and 
progressive neurodegenerative disorder

Non-motor featuresMDS clinical diagnostic criteria for PD (Postuma et al. 2015) disease



NMS 
IN PD

AUTONOMIC

PSYCHIATRIC

Orthostatic hypotension

Supine hypertension

Urinary frequency

Urinary urgency

Excessive sweating Urge incontinence

Depression

Anxiety

Apathy

IN PD

SENSORY 
AND OTHERS

PSYCHIATRIC

Pain

Paraesthesia

Olfactory disturbance

Psychosis

Hallucinations

Cognitive decline

NMS 
IN PD

AUTONOMIC

SLEEP

frequency

urgency

Constipation

Dysphagia

incontinence Sexual dysfunction

REM behaviour disorder

Excessive day somnolence

Insomina

IN PD
SLEEP

SENSORY 
AND OTHERS

Restless legs syndrome

Periodic limb movements

Vivid dreaming

Fatigue

Diplopia

Weight changes



An Italian multicenter assessment of 
NMS and their impact on 

Data from PRIAMO study: Barone P. et al. Mov Disord. 2009

multicenter assessment of 
NMS and their impact on QoL in PD 

• 98.6% PD reported the presence 
of NMS

• The mean number of NMS per 
patient was 7.8 (range, 0-32)patient was 7.8 (range, 0-32)

• Frequency of NMS increased 
along with the disease duration 
and severity

• NMS were associated with poor 
QoL - mainly 
apathy, fatigue, attention, memo
ry, and psychiatric symptoms



Current medical approach of PD

• Often monodisciplinary (neurologist

• Focus on minimising motor symptoms 

• Therapy based primarily on symptomatic dopaminergic 

• Therapeutic options using technologies

Drawbacks to current pharmacotherapy in 

• Unable to alleviate all motor symptoms 

(freezing, postural instability, posture, falling

• Few NMS are responsive to dopaminergic treatment• Therapeutic options using technologies
duodenal levodopa/carbidopa gel 
advanced PD 

• Few NMS are responsive to dopaminergic treatment

• Dopaminergic treatment is often complicated by 

dose-limiting side effects 

fluctuations, dyskinesias)

approach of PD

neurologist)

motor symptoms and reducing disease severity

symptomatic dopaminergic treatment

technologies (deep brain surgery and 

Drawbacks to current pharmacotherapy in PD:

Unable to alleviate all motor symptoms 

postural instability, posture, falling)

are responsive to dopaminergic treatmenttechnologies (deep brain surgery and 
gel infusion) can be considered for 

are responsive to dopaminergic treatment

Dopaminergic treatment is often complicated by 

limiting side effects (e.g., motor 



Complementary non-
therapies in PD

Van de Weijer S.C.F. et al. Parkinsonism and Related Disorders 2018

-pharmacological



Differences between medical 
nonpharmacological management in PD

Key rehabilitation strategies in PD

• Use of external 

initiate and 

action

• Avoidance

tasks

• Breaking 

series of simpler 

van der Marck M.A. et al. Parkinsonism and Related Disorders 2009

Differences between medical and 
management in PD

Key rehabilitation strategies in PD

of external cues to help 

and maintain movement or 

Avoidance of multitasking during

Breaking complex activities into a 

series of simpler components



Current knowledge

N° of participants in individual studies

Bloem BR. et al. Mov Disord. 2015

Follow-up period in individual studies



Physiotherapy in PD

Keus S.H.J et al. Movement Disorders 2009



Physical therapy in PD:
guideline for clinical practice
• Strong recommendations (based on evidence from 

controlled trials, “level 2”)

I. Application of cueing strategies to improve 

II. Application of cognitive movement strategies to improve 
turning around in bed, and rising from turning around in bed, and rising from 

III. Specific exercises to improve balance
training)

IV. Training of joint mobility and muscle 

Keus S.H.J et al. Movement Disorders 2007

PD: Evidence-based 
guideline for clinical practice

on evidence from ≥ 2 randomized 

Application of cueing strategies to improve gait

Application of cognitive movement strategies to improve transfers (e.g. 
turning around in bed, and rising from a chair)turning around in bed, and rising from a chair)

balance (mainly strength and balance 

and muscle power to improve physical capacity



Physical therapy in PD 

Keus S.H.J et al. Movement Disorders 2009

in PD guideline: update



Argentine tango in PD

The music can act as an 

Désirée Lötzke D. et al. BMC Neurology 2015 

Balance 

Gait 

The music can act as an 

cue, the consecutive steps of the 

dance can act as a 

strategy, and the activity itself can act 

as an exercise

PD

Motor severity 

music can act as an auditory music can act as an auditory 

, the consecutive steps of the 

dance can act as a movement 

, and the activity itself can act 

exercise



TANGO IMPROVES NON MOTOR SYMPTOMS

A small sample of PD participants who danced tango for A small sample of PD participants who danced tango for 

two years demonstrated improved NMS compared to 

controls (Duncan RP et al. 2014)

Improvement in fatigue specifically a twelve week tango 

intervention (Rios RS et al. 2015)



AIM • Enable patients to engage in 

meaningful roles and activities

and to support self-

management

• Enable caregiver to solve 

problems related to supporting 

patient in daily activity

TREATMENT 

STRATEGIES

• Adopting compensatory 

strategies in activities (i.e. 

movement and cognitive 

strategies, planning)

• Optimizing day structure and 

routine

• Adaptation of the physical 

environment



Speech-swallowing therapy

• DYSARTHRIA: Specific intensive speech treatments improve loudness 
and intelligibility of speech (Lee Silverman Voice Treatment or Pitch 
Limiting Voice Treatment) (Ramig et 

• DYSPHAGIA: The daily use of effortful swallowing (assisted with • DYSPHAGIA: The daily use of effortful swallowing (assisted with 
biofeedback) is helpful in reducing dysphagia in 
2008, Manor et al 2013). Expiratory 
reduce the incidence of aspiration (

therapy in PD

Specific intensive speech treatments improve loudness 
and intelligibility of speech (Lee Silverman Voice Treatment or Pitch 

et al 1995, Swart et al 2003)

of effortful swallowing (assisted with of effortful swallowing (assisted with 
helpful in reducing dysphagia in PD (Felix et al 

). Expiratory muscle strength training can 
reduce the incidence of aspiration (Pitts et al 2009)



This study outlined three cardinal goals of nutrition in 

1. Calorie intake
• Results: BMI was inversely associated with disease duration and severity, and 

levodopa-related motor complicationslevodopa-related motor complications

• Strategy: Calorie-rich food supplements

2. Protein intake
• Results: An increase in protein intake by 10 

g/kg/day) corresponded to a mean increase in levodopa dose 

• Strategy: Protein redistribution diet

3. Constipation
• Results: Constipation was associated with higher 

• Strategy: High fiber diet associated with 

cardinal goals of nutrition in PD

associated with disease duration and severity, and 

supplements

by 10 g over physiological requirements (0.8 
g/kg/day) corresponded to a mean increase in levodopa dose of 0.7 mg/kg/day

with higher levodopa dosages

associated with correct hydration



Cognitive training in PD

Leung I.H.K et al. Neurology 2015

ognitive training in PD

• Larger effect sizes were noted on 
working memory (4 studies: g = 
0.74, CI 0.32–1.17, p = 0.001), 
processing speed (4 studies: g = 
0.31, CI 0.01–0.61, p = 0.04), and 0.31, CI 0.01–0.61, p = 0.04), and 
executive function (5 studies: g = 
0.30, CI 0.01–0.58, p = 0.042)

• While effects on memory, 
visuospatial skills, and attention 
were not statistically significant





Innovative rehabilitation
PD

ComputerComputer--basedbased cognitive training cognitive training ––

COGNITIVE GAMES COGNITIVE GAMES ––

Virtual realityVirtual reality

rehabilitation approaches for 

Virtual realityVirtual reality

TranscranialTranscranial ddirectirect currentcurrent stimulationstimulation



NEUROLOGIST

CARDIOLOGIST

GASTRO

ENTEROLOGIST

ORL

Medical doctors

NEUROLOGIST

DIETICIAN

NEUROSURGEON

NEUROLOGIST

CARDIOLOGIST

UROLOGIST

PAIN MD

NEUROLOGIST

PSYCHIATRIST

PHYSIATRIST



NEUROLOGIST

BP profile during 24 h ABPM 

MIBG cardiac scintigraphy

CARDIOLOGIST

Cardiovascular autonomic tests 





Multidisciplinary treatment of PD

TEAM
INTER-

PROFESSIONAL 
TEMWORK

Shared goal setting

WORK

Medical specialists, specialised PD nurse, allied 
health professionals, dieticians, 

neuropsychologists

Shared goal setting

Shared contribution to treatment plans

Effective communication

Appropriate referrals to other team members

According
evidence
guidelines

available

treatment of PD

WORK GOALS

Disease severity

CAREGIVER

According to 
evidence-based
guidelines when

available

Disease severity

Symptoms

Mobility

Independence

Relationships

Crucial role in 

assisting patients

Also the needs of 

the caregivers must 

be addressed



Evidence for multidisciplinary

Study Arm 1 Arm 2 Follow

up

Van der 

Marck et al. 

(2013)

Multidisciplinary PD team in a clinic 

(neurologist, nurse, social worker) 

(n = 51)

Usual care (general 

neurologist) 

(n = 49)

8 m

Van der 

Marck et al. 

(2013)

Multidisciplinary care by allied 

health professionals specialised in 

PD based on the assessment by an 

expert PD team (n = 150)

Usual care  (general 

neurologist)

(n = 151)

4 m

6 m

8 m

Dorsey et 

al. (2014)

Specialist care remotely at home 

with telemedicine (n = 11)

Usual care (general 

neurologist) in the 

clinic (n = 9)

7 m

Eggers et 

al. (2018)

Individually tailored care plan and 

additional home visits by PD nurse 

expert (n = 150)

Usual care  (general 

neurologist)

(n = 150)

6 m

n, number of participants; m, months

multidisciplinary care in PD

Follow- Outcomes Summary of the

results

8 m Symptoms,

QofL, depression, 

psychosocial

functioning, caregiver strain

Between group difference for 

multidisciplinary care group on QofL and 

symptoms

4 m

6 m

8 m

Disability, QofL

Motor

functioning,

symptoms,

caregiver burden, costs

Between group difference in favor of  

integrated care on disability and QofL. 

Differences disappeared after  

correction for disease severity

7 m Feasibility, QofL, costs No between-group differences

on clinical outcomes.

Telemedicine was feasible and reduced 

costs (time and travel)

6 m QofL, mood, motor/non-

motor functioning, and 

cognition

Between group difference in favor of  

integrated care on QofL, motor and

nonmotor symptoms



Next steps for an integrated
multidisciplinary approach in PD
Future trials need to address:

• Who should be part of the team

• Which is the best treatment plan: ‘One size fits all treatment’ or 
individually tailored approach?individually tailored approach?

• Whether positive effects can be maintained beyond intervention 

• The cost–benefit ratio of the multidisciplinary care in PD

for an integrated
multidisciplinary approach in PD

is the best treatment plan: ‘One size fits all treatment’ or an 

positive effects can be maintained beyond intervention 

of the multidisciplinary care in PD


